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Space cowboys band cornwall

KICKING MORE DUST THAN A TORNADO IN THE SAHARA, DANIEL, ROBERT, PATRIK AND PETER ARE SPACE COWBOYS - THE LATEST AND ARGUABLY THE GREATEST TEAM TO BLOW THEIR WAY OUT OF GOTHENBURG, SWEDEN. On their way back in the late '96 these three wayward teenage miscreants inspired
their collection of Motorhead, Ramones, Kiss, Iggy and Stooges and Dead Boys records picked up their guitars. Three years later, the claims seemed less outrageous when they released their first E.P. Striptease - four plates of high-octane teenage energy and aggression - these boys meant business. The international track of punk
rock'n'roll labels and 'zins soon buzzed about SPACE COWBOYS as labels in the US, Australia, Spain, France and Austria all dived in and released the band's releases – all of which sold out or pierced very quickly. The labels were well aware of the what the band was doing, and the plan hatched to offer the band the opportunity to
release their debut album along the entire length - the deal was quickly done, and in the meantime the band continued to build their worldwide fans who in recent years have seen the singles Straight To Hell (Pitshark Records/France) and Alright Now, Get Ready (Glazed Records/U.S.A.) both get 4K reviews from Kerrang and the latter
also found itself on john peels radio show. Their mini-album Rollin' Sixes (Safety Pin Records/Spain) also received great reviews from Kerrang, Metal Hammer and Rocksound here in the UK and across continental Europe that they were creating the same kind of screaming at their concerts as the other Swedes The Hives, The
Peepshows and Puffball. HIGH ENERGY RACE is an album so hot that it will paint a blister – its fast, raw and almost unexased primordially rock'n'roll with a nod to Detroit mixed with this plundering Viking edge they share with so many of their compatriots. Their youth brings a new edge to the old dog people have said they can't learn any
new tricks – rock'n'roll has discovered a whole new set of emotions, energy and passion and SPACE COWBOYS have them all. ... and now they're back from Dead End Streets and Devil's Night in 2006 with a madcap mix of funky ska, retro grooves and a gypsy stomp, from full brass to hot strings, a seven-piece band that kicks out
blistering sounds to shake that ass. Originals and Arranged Standards from Madness to Lady Gaga. Excuse me! Something went wrong Is the network connection unstable or the browser out of date? PERHAPS THE BIGGEST TEAM TO BLAST THEIR EXIT FROM SWEDEN'S GOTHENBURG. Space Cowboys A Total Rock N Roll
InjectionWay back at the end of '96 these three wayward teenage miscreants inspired by their collection of Motorhead, Ramones, Kiss, Iggy and Stooges and Dead Boys records picked up their guitars. Three years later, the claims seemed less scandalous when your first E.P. Striptease - four albums high-octane teenage energy and
aggression – these boys meant business. The international track of punk rock'n'roll labels and 'zins soon buzzed about SPACE COWBOYS as labels in the US, Australia, Spain, France and Austria all dived in and released the band's releases – all of which sold out or pierced very quickly. John Peels Radio ShowLabels were aware of this
what the band was up to and the plan hatched to offer the band a chance to release their debut full-length album – the deal was quickly done, and meanwhile the band continued to build their worldwide fanbase that saw last year's singles Straight To Hell (Pitshark Records/France) and Alright Now, Get Ready (Glazed Records/U.S.A.)
both get 4K reviews from Kerrang and the latter also found itself on a John Peels radio show. Rollin' SixesTheir Rollin' Sixes mini-album (Safety Pin Records/Spain) has also received great reviews from Kerrang, Metal Hammer and Rocksound in the UK HIGH ENERGY RACE this album so hot it will blister the paint – its fast, raw and
almost unbridled original rock'n'roll with a nod to Detroit mixed with this plundering Viking edge they share with so many of their compatriots. Their youth brings a new edge to the old dog people have said they can't learn any new tricks – rock'n'roll has discovered a whole new set of emotions, energy and passion and SPACE COWBOYS
have them all. After two years, the band landed on the album in America. Sonic Swirl Records signed them to the heartbeat. The band spent most of 2005 writing &amp; recording their new album. They came up with a monster from an album called Dead End Streets &amp; Devil's Night. Thirteen songs raw, fuel-injected, high-energy
punk rock n'roll. All killers and no filler! Dead End Streets &amp; Devil's Night is filled with 70-style guitar leads &amp; solos added with punk rock attitudes in the face. Rocks as hard as the first couple of Hellacopters releases, raw &amp; tough like old school New Bomb Turks and the energy &amp; volume of Iggy Pop &amp; The
Stooges. Dead End Street &amp; Devil's Night will leave wanting more! And now the album will be released in Europe by Bad Reputation RecordsBRIAN GUHTRIE between the early Hellacopters and Supersuckers in their most rockin'.  And songwriting is just as good.  In other words, it should be pure sonic bliss for a certain segment of
rock fans.  It's too rare a case of a team that's definitely doing something that's been done a million times before, but they're doing it well enough that I'm not that little bit concerned about it.  I love killer guitar riffs, blisters and catchy vocal hooks.  This sucker has all three in spades.  Good enough for me.  Yes, it gets a bit repetitive to the
end, but by the time you start thinking it's enough Over. (Bob Ignizio) Utter Trash has happened in the last five years or so, there?s one more key rock?n? a roll element that has been ignored by its revivalists: genre?s obsessive emphasis on bale-out energy. We used to look at the usual suspects to give us pure rock fury, but most of
these guys either watered their sound or get out of the game altogether. What is a rock fan to do? Well, for starters, check out the Space Cowboys? Dead End Streets &amp; Devil?s Night as soon as possible. The embodiment of the riff-first philosophy and stop-on-a-dime solos that made these old Hellacopters album so amazing,
Gothenburg?s Space Cowboys are nothing but rock and rock hard. There?s no pussyfooting around on Dead End Streets &amp; Devil?s Night - it?s all about being ultra-loud, fast and raw, with linear, blinders-on devotion to rocking as ferociously as damn possible. This is amazing. Sticky: 9 out of 10 Review from: Brave Words &amp;
Bloody Knuckles magazine (aka BW&amp;BK) these four teenage tear-aways delivery are hard and fast.  Their no-nonsense glam punk rock is very vain for the likes of Backyard Babies and Buckcherry. It may not be a new sound, but it's still a classic sound that has been a test of time and still has its fans out there (me for example).
Dead End Streets &amp; Devils Night's latest release is a fast rock band with bands such as The Ramones and The Stooges in full show. The album opens with a neck break from Sleeping Enemy, and the pace continues throughout the album with songs such as Beat Me, Automatic Love and Damnation High setting the standard. There's
no time to catch your breath with every song raging through the speakers and your tuned guitar leaving your scars on your psyche. If you're in the like Backyard Babies, Buckcherry, The Helicopters, The Ramones, then you'll love this album as it has all these bands smuggled in there somewhere. (Fairmallzinee) Lost in Space play
madcap mix funky ska and folk punk. They have a lead vocalist and two male vocals, so different styles with lots of harmony. The band consists of several multi-instrumentalists, so all up to fifteen instruments can be covered during the show. The songs are collected for rhythm-riding beat and wide appeal, original artists from Lady Gaga
to Gogol Bordello, timeless classics like Son of a Preacher and Brown-Eyed Girl. The sound revolves around ska and funk, but the range of instruments allows the band to produce both modern and traditional acoustic sound; they make a disco, but they will also play on balkan knee-ups. The band does not try to fit in the marketing
bracket, but do it for crack and a range of interesting music and interesting people that attracts. So you won't find them in tribute bands from the 1970s. or 80's disco. Where they will find that they play a dazzling set of interesting optimistic music, so that everyone is on their feet, make a great party and a night to remember. Scroll to see a
list of monkey man set - Toots and Maytals Night Boat to Cairo - Madness Start Wearing Purple - Gogol Bordello Cake by the Ocean - DNCETainted Love - Soft CellBrown Eyed Girl - Reel Big FishBella Ciao - Trad. /Banda BassottiBad Romance - Lady GagaJust Can't Get Enough - Depeche ModeSon of a Preacher Man -
GaylettesFiesta - The PoguesHappy - Pharell WilliamsUptown Funk - Mark RonsonHava Nagila - Trad. /Klesma LoungeFunky Town - Lipps inc. / Lucky ChopsI Wish - Stevie WonderPencil Full of Lead - Paolo Nutini I Feel Good - James BrownValerie - Amy WinehouseOne Step Beyond - Madness Pig Bag - Pig Bag ARTWORKS, to send
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